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Abstract 

 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C 

(SR15), published in October 2018, catalysed increase in the media coverage of climate change. The 

Report highlighted the need for a societal transformation, acknowledging the role of the public in 

mitigation and adaptation (e.g., individual choices are dependent on enabling conditions, while system-

level functions are dependent on public acceptance). The media has great potential to influence the way 

people perceive different issues. This study examines the discursive engagement of the public with 

climate change action in the British national broadsheet news media following the release of SR15. The 

data was gathered from one week period from the websites of The Guardian and The Telegraph, which 

were chosen because of their reach and differing values. With critical discourse analysis (CDA), this 

thesis analysed 46 articles featuring mitigation and/or adaptation regarding individuals, investigating 

constructions of the strategies and individual agency (capacity or ability to act). Four articles, chosen 

with purposive sampling, were analysed in detail. 

This thesis adds to the literature on climate change communication by combining the 

multidisciplinary research on public engagement with CDA. In line with previous research, the findings 

show the left-leaning The Guardian included various, more nuanced climate change discourses compared 

to the right-leaning The Telegraph, which also published denialist views. The Guardian highlighted moral 

responsibility and hope, and strongly encouraged citizenship behaviour while other actions were framed 

helpful in the transformation, positioning the suggested individual actions to a holistic context. The 

Telegraph’s predominant discourses were neoliberalism and ecomodernism, which underlined economic 

costs and benefits, individual freedom (which also supported freedom from action), and preferred 

maintaining the status quo. 

 

 

Tiivistelmä 

 

Lokakuussa 2018 julkaistu hallitustenvälisen ilmastonmuutospaneeli IPCC:n Global Warming of 1.5 °C 

-erikoisraportti (SR15) kasvatti merkittävästi ilmastonmuutoksen medianäkyvyyttä. Raportti painotti 

yhteiskunnallisen muutoksen tärkeyttä huomioiden kansalaisten roolin ilmastonmuutoksen 

hillitsemisessä ja siihen sopeutumisessa (esim. yksilön valinnat ovat riippuvaisia niitä mahdollistavista 



olosuhteista, kun systeemitason toiminnat puolestaan ovat riippuvaisia kansalaisten hyväksynnästä). 

Medialla on mahdollisesti merkittävä vaikutus ihmisten käsityksiin eri asioista. Tämä tutkimus 

tarkastelee diskursiivista yleisön sitouttamista toimintaan ilmastonmuutoksen suhteen Iso-Britannian 

uutismediassa SR15:n tiimoilta. Tutkimuksen aineisto kerättiin viikon ajalta The Guardianin ja The 

Telegraphin nettisivuilta. Lehdet valittiin levikin sekä eriävien arvojen perusteella. 46 artikkelia, jotka 

sisälsivät yksilön ilmastonmuutoksen hillitsemisen ja/tai siihen sopeutumisen keinoja, tarkasteltiin 

kriittisen diskurssianalyysin avulla tutkien eri strategioiden ja yksilön toimijuuden diskursiivisia 

rakentumisia. Neljä harkintaan perustuvalla otannalla valittua artikkelia analysoitiin yksityiskohtaisesti. 

Tämä opinnäytetyö täydentää aiempaa tutkimusta ilmastonmuutoksen kommunikoinnista 

yhdistäen kriittisen diskurssianalyysin ja monitieteellisen tutkimuksen yleisön sitouttamisesta. 

Tutkimuksen tulokset ovat linjassa aiempien tutkimusten kanssa osoittaessaan että vasemmalle kallistuva 

The Guardian sisälsi useita, monipuolisempia ilmastonmuutosdiskursseja kuin oikealle kallistuva The 

Telegraph, joka julkaisi myös ilmastonmuutoksen kieltäviä näkemyksiä. The Guardian korosti moraalista 

vastuuta ja toivoa, sekä kannusti vahvasti aktiiviseen kansalaiskäyttäytymiseen kehystäen muun 

toiminnan muutosta tukevaksi ja asettaen yksilön toiminnan kokonaisvaltaiseen kontekstiin. The 

Telegraphin vallitsevat diskurssit olivat uusliberalismi ja ekomodernismi, jotka painottivat taloudellisia 

kuluja ja hyötyjä, yksilön vapautta (joka tuki myös toiminnasta vapautumista), ja suosivat vallitsevan 

tilanteen säilyttämistä. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C 

(SR15), published in October 2018, significantly increased the media coverage of climate change 

(CC; Boykoff & Pearman, 2019), and can be considered a critical discourse moment which could 

challenge the “discursive constructions of the issue” (Carvalho, 2007, p. 226). SR15 assessed the 

scientific literature on the impacts of CC and limiting the global warming, and called for “rapid, far-

reaching and unprecedented changes in all aspects of society” (IPCC, 2018). As the problem of CC 

is multifaceted and complex with scientific, economic, political, social, cultural, and ethical 

dimensions, the response needs to integrate various mitigation (reducing emissions or enhancing 

greenhouse gas sinks; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 554) and adaptation (managing impacts and 

“exploiting any potential benefits”; p. 31) strategies. Along with the need for technological innovation 

and changes in supply-side, the importance of changes in the demand-side (behaviour and lifestyle) 

was highlighted (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 19). 

 The literature concludes that though it has its limitations, media can potentially greatly 

influence the way people perceive different issues, and, further, affect policy-making by participating 

in the (re)construction of prevalent cultural codes (see, e.g., Carvalho, 2007; Hatzisavvidou, 2020). 

Cultural codes, or worldviews, are the “shared values, norms, ethos, and social beliefs” which 

“construct and reflect the community’s ‘common sense’” (Gavriely-Nuri, 2012, p. 80). For example, 

the common sensationalist or alarmist framings of CC, while possibly raising awareness, can also 

provoke apathy and denial (Boykoff & Pearman, 2019, p. 286), and depict a deficient view of society 

that lacks agency. The need for more broad and diverse construction of CC in the mainstream media 

for fostering public engagement is widely acknowledged (e.g., Boykoff & Pearman, 2019; Fox and 

Rau, 2017). Engagement, as defined by Ockwell et al. (2009), has cognitive, affective, and 

behavioural dimensions (p. 306). Effective, engaging CC communication should address the intended 

audience’s worldviews, values, and biases related to reasons for (in)action (Masson-Delmotte et al., 

2019, Chapter 4; Nisbet, 2009). This is particularly relevant for the British press, where CC coverage 

is considerably affected by the ideological positions of the media. 

The aim of this qualitative case study is to examine the discursive (dis)engagement of the 

public with CC action in the British national broadsheet (also known as ‘quality’) news media after 

the release of SR15. This thesis analyses articles from the websites of The Guardian and The 

Telegraph, which were chosen because of their reach and differing values. The agenda-setting power 

of these titles has been acknowledged, for example, by Carvalho (2007). The analytical approach is 

critical discourse analysis (CDA). Following Carvalho’s (2000) approach for media texts, in addition 
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to contextual analysis of 46 articles gathered from the week following the release of SR15, detailed 

textual analysis of four articles representing the sample is performed. Focusing on the discursive 

constructions of the public, and more specifically of the individual in relation to individual action on 

CC, the thesis examines the featured strategies—what is mentioned and possibly emphasized—and 

constructions of agency—capacity or ability to act, what is expected of the individual. The identified 

mitigation and/or adaptation discourses and their contribution to, and possible effect on engagement 

and cultural codes are reviewed against multidisciplinary literature on engagement. 

First, the context, the key concepts and theories relevant to this study are presented. The cases 

and methods of data collection are discussed next. After that, the analytic framework is discussed, 

followed by analysis of the data, discussion of the findings, and, lastly, the conclusion.  
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2. Climate change 

 

This section presents the phenomenon of anthropogenic CC (ACC), the IPCC, and SR15. It also 

discusses media depictions of CC in the British context in the past decades, and reviews 

multidisciplinary literature on public engagement. 

 

2.1. Anthropogenic climate change, the IPCC, and Global Warming of 1.5°C 

 

The Earth’s climate has always been changing, but never at the unprecedented rate that has 

characterised the last centuries. The current warming trend is anthropogenic (i.e., resulting from 

human activity), driven mostly by increased emissions in the atmosphere, which strengthen the 

natural greenhouse effect. The effects of ACC (e.g., increased extreme weather, ocean acidification, 

and the events these bigger phenomena initiate) will have increasing and escalating impacts on 

ecosystems, societies, and economies as the temperatures continue to rise. (Masson-Delmotte et al., 

2019). Within this context, sustainable development is a central concept focusing on conserving the 

environment and the human species while considering the social, ecological, and economic aspects 

of development. It has been implemented in the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs, set in 2015), which are based on the notion that the health and wealth of societies are 

dependent on the health of the environment (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019). 

The IPCC was created in 1988 by the UN Environment Programme and the World 

Meteorological Organization to “provide policymakers with regular scientific assessments 

concerning climate change, its implications and potential future risks, as well as to put forward 

adaptation and mitigation strategies” (IPCC, 2018). The IPCC peer-reviews and collates the latest 

research, determining the state of knowledge (IPCC, 2018). It has been criticised in the past for lack 

of transparency, poor communication of the complex messages, and strong bias to the natural 

sciences, to certain disciplines depending on a report, and to knowledge produced in western 

countries. However, the prominent role of the IPCC on policy making, public discourse, and as an 

authoritative resource of CC knowledge has been widely acknowledged. (Hulme & Mahony, 2010). 

SR15 was provided as a guide for policy makers in response to the request made at the 2015 

UN Climate Change Conference. It references over 6,000 published articles in scientific, technical, 

and socio-economic literature, and was conducted by 224 authors, review editors, and contributing 

authors from 40 countries. (IPCC, 2018). It was the first publication in the Sixth Assessment Report 

due 2022 (IPCC, 2018), and the first report with combined research on adaptation and mitigation 

pathways (set of strategies; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. vii). SR15 presents the possible impacts 
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on natural and human systems that could be avoided by limiting the global mean temperature to 1.5°C 

above pre-industrial levels (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. vii), but the limit is expected to be 

surpassed after 2030, even with ambitious mitigation (p. 32). Moreover, the projections and 

assessments were based on model simulations that “do not include all existing Earth system feedbacks 

and may therefore underestimate both rates and extents of changes” (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, 

p. 208). 

The existing mitigation pathways consistent with 1.5°C cover the required changes in 

emissions, energy, and land-use, the implications for policy and implementation, and impacts on 

sustainable development. Adapting will be easier and less costly the more the warming is limited. 

(Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019). Sustainable development supports and often enables the required 

“fundamental societal and systems transformations” (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 448); 

Pathways consistent with it “show fewer mitigation and adaptation challenges and are associated with 

lower mitigation costs” (p. 22). Pathways emphasising behavioural changes are more in line with the 

individual SDGs than other pathways (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 157). 

 

2.2. Climate change discourses in the British press 

 

CC and sustainability have been commonly understood in Britain through neoliberalism (Diprose et 

al., 2017, p. 4), an ideology characterised by freedom of trade and capital, minimal governmental 

intervention meant to guarantee individual freedom, sustained economic growth equivalent with 

development, and belief in technology as a problem-solver (Diprose et al., 2017; Hatzisavvidou, 

2020). Hatzisavvidou (2020) argues that the integration of environmental concerns into public 

political discourse in the 1990s ended up reflecting, reproducing, and reinforcing the neoliberal norms 

(p. 102), creating an environmental common sense that appeals to economic valuation, efficiency, 

and competitiveness (p. 3). Previous research (e.g., Carvalho, 2007) suggest that consumer capitalism, 

infinite growth, and “West is best” discourse, identified by Dando (2014, pp. 272–273), have been 

commonly featured in the media. 

Scepticism, especially regarding impacts and response, has been more prevalent in the right-

leaning than left-leaning press (Carvalho, 2007; Schmid-Petri, 2017). While right-leaning titles have 

foregrounded economic consequences and technical innovation (Dando, 2014; Lal Pandey & Kurian, 

2017), left-leaning titles have been more likely to report and debate the issue, include non-

governmental organisation (NGO) actors (Dando, 2014), corporate social responsibility, social 

justice, and global discourses (Diprose et al., 2017), and promote action (Dando, 2014). 
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Offered solutions in the broadsheet press have been mostly technical (targets and reductions 

obscure for the public), heavily tied to finance (possibility of future investment and high cost of 

action; Dando, 2014), and focused on governmental action and responsibility (Dando, 2014; Harcourt 

et al., 2020). Eide and Hahn (2017) noted the consumer and the citizen have intertwined in CC 

discourses, as “the duty of many citizens would be to consume less, or at least in a more eco-friendly 

manner” (p. 250). Wibeck (2013) observed how different roles position the individual either as “a 

rational economic actor operating through market-based solutions”, or a citizen “acting within a 

representative democracy, without necessarily making individual economic gain”, or “devoting 

his/her time and everyday expertise to improving climate science and policy” (p. 32). 

 

2.3. Media and public engagement 

 

Many studies have recognised how the often utilised sensational, alarmist, or negative framings of 

CC—that generally characterise the mainstream media—though perhaps beneficial for raising 

awareness (Boykoff & Pearman, 2019), can be disadvantageous for public engagement (e.g., 

Lorenzoni et al., 2007; Wibeck, 2013). Boykoff and Pearman (2019) studied reporting of SR15, and 

noted most stories focused on “the negative consequences of insufficient action” and the 2030 

deadline, often simplifying the message to a “’final notice’ discourse” that might arouse feelings of 

helplessness and overwhelming (p. 285). The “doom and gloom” focus ignores what can be, and 

already is done. Including efficacy or solutions information increases engagement (Wibeck, 2013, p. 

23). However, when discussed, the solutions have been often reported negatively, perhaps 

unattainable due to high economic costs (Dando, 2014, pp. 116–118). 

Fox and Rau (2017) studied media representations of CC in the Irish context, and found a 

“significant mismatch” between the imagined public addressed and the actual audience, leading to 

“disengagement and exclusion of citizens from meaningful climate change debate and action” (p. 1). 

They argue that broader discourse would require representations of multiple perspectives, outside the 

neoliberal and ecomodernist (which suggests CC is a policy and economic challenge solvable with 

technological innovation) depictions, including “recognition of the multi-scalar spatiality of 

mitigation and adaptation efforts ranging from tangible local initiatives to distant international 

framing” (p.18). This is also consistent with Lorenzoni et al. (2007), who discussed cognitive, 

affective, and behavioural aspects of engaging the UK public with CC. Furthermore, repeating the 

same narratives can lead to issue fatigue due to information overload (Wibeck, 2013, p. 31). 
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3. Research materials 

 

This chapter introduces the newspapers, their general values and views on CC, and the methods of 

data collection. The Guardian and The Telegraph were chosen because of their reach, differing 

perspectives, and political alignments. According to Publishers Audience Measurement Company 

(PAMCo, 2019b), these were the two most read ‘quality’ newsbrands in the UK in 2018—the 

combined monthly readership of The Guardian was 25.2 million, and The Telegraph’s 22.7 million. 

Both brands have identified their key audience as affluent, well-educated, and loyal (The 

Guardian, 2010; The Telegraph, 2014), and noted they create the content, to some extent, for the 

demographics (Hugh, n.d.; The Guardian, 2018). Woods et al. (2012, p. 254) studied online 

comments, and found the commenters shared moral perspectives with the titles. However, it is 

important to note the audiences are likely more heterogeneous than presented in this study, especially 

considering the websites reach millions of readers globally. 

 

3.1. The Guardian 

 

Guardian News & Media publishes the Guardian website and print titles The Guardian and The 

Observer. It is owned by the Scott Trust, which secures “the financial and editorial independence” 

and “safeguards” the liberal values and principles including honesty, integrity, courage, fairness, and 

a sense of duty to, and collaboration with, the reader and the community (The Guardian, 2018). The 

title is left of centre (Carvalho, 2007). In 2017, the editorial board stated “the Conservatives do not 

deserve our vote” while “the Green party—and the epoch-shaping concern over the environment—

should not be dismissed” (The Guardian, 2017). 

Kunelius, Nossek, and Eide (2017) argue The Guardian has been a global leading reporter of 

CC (p. 258). The progressive Guardian reader (The Guardian Advertising, 2019) is likely more 

exposed to the various discourses circulating in the left-leaning media, and, as Steg and Sievers (2000) 

discuss, the global impacts of CC “could be a more substantial source of concern for left-leaning 

individuals (usually connected to egalitarian values) as compared to right-leaning individuals (usually 

connected to individualistic values), as climate change poses a greater threat to the things they value” 

(as cited in Gregersen et al., 2020). 
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3.2. The Telegraph 

 

Telegraph Media Group publishes the Telegraph website and app, and print titles The Daily 

Telegraph and The Sunday Telegraph (also digital). The brand focuses on business, politics, sport, 

and lifestyle with a mission “to provide content that inspires people to have the perspective they want 

to progress in life” (The Telegraph, n.d.-a). Their core-beliefs are enterprise: capitalism, promotion 

of smaller state, democracy, freedom for individuals, markets, and nations; fair-play: respect for law, 

heritage, and equality of opportunity; and enjoyment: celebrating life and enjoying success (The 

Telegraph, n.d.-b). The brand has acknowledged their audience shares these values (The Telegraph, 

2014). 

The Telegraph have published denialist views and questioned the scientific consensus and 

credibility in several articles and opinion-pieces. Articles reviewed by Climate Feedback (n.d.), which 

evaluates the scientific credibility of media coverage, were criticized, for example, for 

misinterpretation of studies cited, inappropriate sources, and highly biased views. The right-leaning 

brand is conservative, and supports the Conservative Party (The Telegraph, 2010). 

 

3.3. Data collection and purposive sampling 

 

After examination of several articles online from both titles from the autumn 2018, purposive 

sampling was chosen as the papers have disproportioned amount of articles covering CC. A 

continuous sampling period was chosen to focus on the reporting ensuing SR15. Though utilizing 

specific search words (e.g., specific strategies or verbs) would have enabled a longer sampling period, 

the data was collected manually to get a wider representation of the discourses, including all articles 

that might contain any individual mitigation and/or adaptation discourses. The data was collected 

from the websites’ respective sections Climate change. Digital media was chosen because its reach 

was more significant than that of the print (PAMCo, 2019a), it has been less researched than print 

media (Schäfer & Painter, 2020), and can be easily accessed. The Telegraph has a paywall, but 

provides a free 30-day-trial. The Guardian has separate International, UK, United States (US), and 

Australia editions, but the choice does not affect the sampling. 

Sampling period was one week from the release of SR15 (October 8–14, 2018), and the search 

yielded 72 articles in the Guardian, and 11 articles in the Telegraph. A play-review, letters from 

readers, and videos were excluded as the main focus of analysis is written text. All articles were read 

in order to identify those containing adaptation and/or mitigation strategies including individuals. 

Articles that only mentioned the need for collective action in one sentence, and did not discuss the 
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strategies further, were excluded. SR15 does not need to be explicitly discussed. The final sample 

(see Appendix for references), manually coded, consists of 38 articles from the Guardian and eight 

articles from the Telegraph. Due to the scope of the thesis, after multiple close-reads, four articles 

representing the dominant discourses in the sample were chosen for a detailed textual analysis. 

Articles G1 and T1 were chosen because they are reporting about a corresponding issue that day. 

Articles G2 and T2 were chosen as regularly publishing columnists’ response to SR15 and individual 

action. 
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4. Critical discourse analysis 

 

This section introduces the analytical approach. CDA was chosen as discourses can represent and 

highlight certain aspects while excluding others, shaping the way the issue discussed is perceived and 

understood (Pietikäinen & Mäntynen, 2019, p. 42), and, as Van Dijk (2015) argues, “CDA especially 

focuses on the ways discourse structures may influence specific mental models and generic 

representations of the recipients, and especially how beliefs may thus be manipulated” (p. 473). To 

investigate the discursive (re)constructions of action and the individual in relation to CC, this analysis 

focuses on the featured strategies and constructions of agency. Previous research, outlined in Chapter 

2, was incorporated in examining the discourses and their contribution to, and possible effects on 

engagement and cultural codes. 

 

Discourse analysis (DA) is qualitative research of language in different contexts—how different 

meanings, realities, and events are constructed; how these constructions affect social interactions, 

relationships between the participants, and the society as a whole; and what these reveal about the 

specific society, culture, space, and time. Discourses are—following the thoughts of Foucault, as 

discussed in Pietikäinen and Mäntynen (2019)—understood here as historically formed, established 

ways of making a meaning, which shape the way phenomena are viewed. Furthermore, as Fairclough 

and Wodak (1997, as cited in Van Dijk, 2015, p. 467) concluded, discourse is a form of social action 

that constitutes society and culture. Language is viewed as a resource with linguistic, semiotic, and 

cultural dimensions. It is intertextual: tied to the past, as well as current language use. Like the 

relationship between language and society, or language and context, discourses are multiscalar and 

dynamic—affected by values, rules, and norms while also participating in their creation—and thus 

viewed in relation to other elements, such as power and ideology. This theoretical frame of social 

constructivism is common for the broad, interdisciplinary field of DA. (Pietikäinen & Mäntynen, 

2019). 

As the methods and approaches used in DA studies vary between researchers and fields of 

study, it should be noted that CDA is not “a special method” with specific theoretical framework, but 

rather “a critical perspective” (Van Dijk, 2015, p. 466, italics in the original). Generally, critical 

discourse studies are focused on social problems and political issues (Van Dijk, 2015, p. 467). CDA 

has also been critiqued for a too deterministic, negative view of society (Breeze, 2011). 

Foucault highlights that knowledge and power are inseparably intertwined (Pietikäinen & 

Mäntynen, 2019, p. 42). Realities are discursively reconstructed in the media (Carvalho, 2007, p. 19), 

and Van Dijk (2015) underlines control over “the communicative situation involves control over” 
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which participants are present, in which roles, and “which social actions may or must be accomplished 

by discourse” (p. 471). Some constructions of reality become commonly accepted ‘truths’, “the 

generic knowledge, attitudes, and ideologies shared by whole groups or all citizens, for instance 

through the argumentative structures of editorials or op-ed articles” (Van Dijk, pp. 472–473). 

Ideologies are understood in this study as axiological, normative, and political, as described by 

Carvalho (2007), involving “a vision of an ideal world with which lived existence is confronted” (p. 

225). Though they are socially constructed, they are not “internalized by individuals in a fixed and 

uniform way” (Carvalho, p. 240). 

The framework of this thesis follows Carvalho’s (2000) approach, which integrates several 

DA approaches, namely Van Dijk’s work (which “emphasizes the structure of texts and the internal 

construction of meaning”; p. 14), frame analysis (focused on the construction of meanings through 

schemas, structure, or social representations; pp. 7–8), and narrative analysis (which pays “attention 

to the text as a whole and to meaning as the result of a specific structure”; p. 10). Here, analysis only 

focuses on one ‘critical discourse moment’, lacking the preferred large scope of analysis and reducing 

contextual analysis to number of articles (indicating issue attention) and comparison of different 

representations in the sample and against the previous research (intertextuality). However, Carvalho’s 

(2000, pp. 21–22) “step-by-step approach” is fitting for this thesis due to its orientation to written 

media texts with a specific focus on the role of actors. Dimensions of the textual analysis, adjusted 

for this study to answer the questions of agency and efficacy, include: 

 

 Surface descriptors and structural organization: author’s context and headline, which has 

a dominant role in the interpretation of the article. As the data is digital, structural features 

such as embedded links are also noted. 

 Objects (themes) of mitigation and adaptation discourse: for example, vague or specific 

strategies, or individuals as citizen or consumers. 

 Actors: specifically in relation to the public—who is mentioned and how are they 

represented? 

 Language and rhetoric: for example, lexical choices and metaphors; identifying the key 

concepts and their relationship to discourses and ideologies. 

 Discursive strategies and processes: examined especially in relation to the actors, 

focusing on framing (inclusion and exclusion of facts, opinions, and value judgements 

arranged to produce a certain meaning), narrativization, positioning (constructing 
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subject’s identity or relationships between the actors), legitimation, politicisation, wider 

effects on discourse, and relations to social contexts. 

 Ideological standpoints 
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5. Findings 

 

This section presents an overview of the findings (contextual analysis including the main differences 

and the predominant discourses) and the detailed, textual analysis of the four articles. After the 

overview discussing the 46 articles, Articles G1 and T1 are discussed together in Chapter 5.2. 

Lifestyle discourses. The opinionated columns, featured discourses and their effect on engagement 

are examined separately: Article G2 in Chapter 5.3. Affective discourses and citizenship behaviour, 

and Article T2 in Chapter 5.4. Consumerist, neoliberal discourses. 

 

5.1. Overview of the findings 

 

The significant difference between the two titles in attention given and resources allocated to the 

issue, also described in the literature, was evident in the sample. The Guardian reported live from the 

IPCC press conference (Article G30) and covered the issue in various weekly series (e.g., Articles 

G6, G7, and G18). They had a wide range of authors with several journalists specialised in the 

environment for each edition. Most of the opinion pieces were written by outside experts, such as 

natural science academics (e.g., Articles G24 and G26), political figures (e.g., Articles G20 and G32), 

and NGO representatives (e.g., Articles G5 and G27). This inclusion of multiple actors as authors 

from all over the world voicing their experiences and views (though in line with the ideology), 

broadens the perspective. It is also balanced by local perspectives (e.g., Articles G2 and G20), which 

can promote engagement (Fox and Rau, 2017). 

An advice piece “Overwhelmed by Climate Change? Here’s What You Can Do” (Article G29) 

was linked under the headline of the news about SR15 (Article G34), guiding the audience 

immediately to personal efficacy information. This suggests The Guardian recognised the need or 

anticipated the readerships’ response. The readers were predominantly constructed as concerned 

citizens willing to act but in need of guidance. Article G18, which assembled positive news about 

subjects recommended by the readers, published their comments on agency and efficacy: people have 

a better future, when they “are empowered with knowledge and the means to act on it”. 

The Guardian editorial board addressed their view in Article G31 (see Example 1 below), 

which summarizes the predominant moral and citizenship discourses observed in the sample: 
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Example 1 

 

As individuals in the rich world, we should all eat less meat and use less fossil-fuel energy. 

But individual action will never be enough. We must also work to strengthen the kind of 

political structures that will enable, and if needed compel, the cooperation that is the only 

alternative to destructive anarchy. 

 

Overall, The Guardian covered various objects of mitigation and adaptation, such as consumer choice 

(Article G6), preparing for extreme weather (Article G27), cost and economic benefit of CC (in)action 

to societies and individuals (Article G17), and the supply-demand relationship (Article G35). Moral 

discourses referring to responsibility of the richer nations (e.g., Articles G17 and G32) and importance 

of hope, imagination, and the possibility to create a safer and more just and prosperous world (e.g., 

Articles G7 and G38) were foregrounded. The political discourses included, for example, non-voting 

individuals’ potential to “create a ‘green wave’” (Article G23), encouragements to understand the 

information and vote responsibly (Article G13), and community initiatives and local participation 

(Articles G20 and G30). 

In contrast, with the exception of T1 and T2, mitigation and adaptation discourses including 

the public were marginal in The Telegraph, and suggested action was mostly voiced by quoted actors, 

such as researchers. Articles in the sample were written by journalists specialised in global health 

security (Article T1), economics (Articles T2 and T6), and energy (Article T3), and business and 

technology were predominant framings in the sample (Articles T2, T3, T4, and T8). Foregrounded 

objects included emissions and energy transition, which, when regarded plausible, was framed as an 

economic opportunity (Articles T2, T3, T4, T6, and T8). Governmental initiatives were legitimised 

with similar ecomodernist framing in Article T8. 

In The Telegraph, the individual was predominantly constructed as a consumer who should 

take advantage of the investment possibilities (Article T3), or wait for the market or the government 

to create more sustainable options (Articles T2, T4, and T8). However, apart from Articles T1 and 

T8, which discussed young people’s interest in ‘green collar’ jobs, people were constructed being 

averse to making changes in their individual lives, against governmental intervention (Article T2), 

and unwilling to pay for mitigation (Article T4), which correlates with previous research about right-

wing ideological standpoints on mitigation and adaptation (e.g., Carvalho, 2007; Schmid-Petri, 2017). 

Article T3 contained discussion about the negative consequences of inaction; a business elite 

actor urged “individuals must ‘act now’ because the ‘climate science is unequivocal in showing the 

benefits of action to finance a low-carbon future’”. Article T1 contained direct recommendations for 
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individual action, as well as a statement for more proactive governments. Article T6 quoted 

economics Nobel laureate aspiring agency and efficacy, commenting on people ignoring and denying 

CC because action seems costly and hard: “I hope the prize will help people see humans are capable 

of amazing accomplishments”. As Carvalho (2007) have discussed, the dominant ideology “does not 

imply a completely standardized discourse” (p. 233). However, similar to Carvalho, this study found 

the conservative Telegraph prioritised “the stability of the existing economic and social structures” 

(p. 231), corresponding with their values—freedom of individuals and markets, and enjoying success, 

which reinforces materialistic and self-indulgent cultural codes. 

Journalistic choices are influenced by various factors: journalistic norms, deadlines, 

relationships to advertisers, ideologies of writers, and so forth (Diprose et al., 2017, p. 5). The 

difference between the titles’ ideological contexts was unsurprisingly most evident in the opinion 

pieces where the journalists’ subjective perspectives are dominant. Both Articles G2 and T2 had 

emotionally charged discourse appealing to readers’ emotions, which has an “important rhetorical 

role” persuading the reader (Carvalho, 2000, p. 23) as ideologies are strongly based on emotions. 

Both of the two Telegraph columns in the sample (Articles T2 and T5) challenged the 

credibility of SR15, and Article T5 had denialist views. In The Guardian, on the other hand, 

rhetorically very colourful opinionated Article G3 (where a professor, demanding voters to take 

action, e.g., asked: “What the hell do we expect to happen when the deniers are writing the laws?”) 

was in section Climate consensus—the 97%. Guardian constructions of the issue legitimised the 

science and positioned scientific credibility irrefutable. While a food impact study was called “the 

most comprehensive analysis yet” in Article G1, and, characteristic to Guardian articles in the sample, 

already visible impacts and the severity of the issue were foregrounded, the study was called “a 

report” in Article T1, and the key terms (e.g., “so called ‘planetary boundaries’”) were explained. 

The Telegraph key demographic, perhaps less exposed to, and, due values, less interested in 

or worried about CC (Gregersen et al., 2020), could be consequently less acquainted with the 

phenomena. Being well informed is fundamental for engagement (Lorenzoni et al., 2007). Most 

Telegraph articles in the sample (including denialist Article T5) had informative, summarizing 

objective tables about SR15, making the complex and comprehensive SR15 more tangible, and the 

context apparent. However, Ockwell et al. (2009, pp. 310–311) noted lack of knowledge is rather an 

easy barrier to tackle, unlike, for example, scepticism, distrust of information, other priorities and 

values, perceived inaction by others, and social norms (to consume) supported by certain Telegraph 

discourses. 

Both titles contributed to the political polarisation framing CC as a partisan issue best 

addressed by their preferred parties. The Guardian, for example, included comments such as “the 
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Conservatives will never be able to deliver” action (Article G30, 09:38), and criticised progressives 

for amplifying denialist and sceptic actors’ messages (Article G5). 

 

5.2. Lifestyle discourses 

 

This chapter presents the detailed textual analysis of the two articles, with a focus on comparing their 

different framings of lifestyle change. Articles G1 and T1 reported another study about impacts of 

the food system in relation to the growing global population. Article G1 is longer (901 words), and 

contains more discourses and elite actors to confirm the message, while Article T1 (487 words) is 

more concise, but contains more discourses than other Telegraph articles. It was published in Global 

Health Security section, containing a link to newsletter subscription titled “Protecting you and your 

family”, which, in the context of the article, frames CC as a more personal threat, appealing to 

common values. This could, as Nisbet (2009) and Wibeck (2013) discussed, make the need for action 

more personally relevant for heterogeneous audiences. 

The headline of Article T1, “Give up Meat Completely or Become a ‘Flexitarian’ to Save the 

Planet, Say Experts”, with the ‘clickbait’ expression, suggests the individual has efficacy to solve the 

entire issue with these options, reducing the complex problem to a pragmatically, separately fixable 

element. In comparison, Article G1 (written by environment editor) underlined the necessity (rather 

than efficacy) with a passive structure, affirming quotation, and figurative language describing the 

possible negative outcome: “Huge Reduction in Meat-Eating ‘Essential’ to Avoid Climate 

Breakdown”. Article G1 states enormous changes are needed or the environmental limits will be 

smashed, claiming action—global shift to flexitarian—is required. Article T1 used modal auxiliary 

verbs expressing possibility rather than necessity: for example, “eating less meat could help mitigate” 

and exceeding planetary boundaries could “make the Earth’s ecosystem unstable”. The choice frames 

the impacts less certain, thus the need for response less urgent, and is one of the discursive moves 

employed to avoid assigning individual responsibility. 

In Article G1, the needed individual action was positioned in the Global North context in the 

opening paragraph: “In western countries, beef consumption needs to fall by 90% and be replaced by 

five times more beans and pulses”. The argument was further demonstrated in a graph where the 

consumption of different resource-intensive food items were compared against more sustainable 

options, and UK citizen statistics against the global average. The average UK and US citizen as 

examples made the suggested actions explicitly relevant for, and targeted at them. Article T1 also had 

an informative table, a weekly dinner plan further explaining “casual vegetarianism” described as “a 

good alternative to more rigid vegetarian or vegan lifestyles”. The concrete example could be easy to 
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follow. Moreover, article “Why I'm Avoiding Meat and Going Flexitarian for the Year” (Shute, 2017) 

was linked in the text, guiding the reader to additional arguments for the strategy. In addition to 

environmental reasons, health benefits were also noted to be “associated with eating less meat” 

(Article T1). Article G1 also contained this argument, a quotation from a professor closing the article: 

“The fact that it will also make us healthier makes it a no-brainer”. The benefit was presented as 

certain, additional but axiomatic final argument. 

The environmental consequences of different aspects of the food system and the individual 

actions (except reduction of food waste at demand-side, which would have been relevant, too; 

Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019) were outlined in the articles. People tend to have inaccurate knowledge 

and presumptions of the impacts of their actions (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 364), which 

hinders engagement (Lorenzoni et al., 2007, p. 451). Both articles underlined the impacts of 

individual action, which suggests the dietary choices are an important part of the solution in this 

context. 

In Article T1, governmental action was legitimised by the quoted leader of the research team, 

Marco Springmann, who called for “more proactive governments”. Springmann’s closing statement 

provoked efficacy and distributed responsibility to three actors: “It really is up to government, 

businesses and private citizens to consider what they can change—whether it’s your diet or business 

practices”. Springmann emphasised the research results and significance of action with a repeated use 

of the adverb “really”. 

Article G1 also included social responsibility discourse, illustrated in Example 2: 

 

Example 2 

 

People can make a personal difference by changing their diet, but also by knocking on the 

doors of their politicians and saying we need better environmental regulations—that is also 

very important. Do not let politicians off the hook. 

 

Here, Springmann stressed the importance, and encouraged citizenship behaviour assigning 

responsibility to the citizen, directly with the imperative. Article G1 also mentioned top-down and 

communal strategies (i.e., “mix of education, taxes, subsidies for plant-based foods and changes to 

school and workplace menus”), and included critique of mindless consumption and technological fix, 

as another professor asserted “It is a fiction to imagine there is a technological solution allowing us 

to produce as much food as we might ever want, allowing us to overeat and throw food away”. The 

article ended with a quote from a third elite actor (see Example 3): 
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Example 3 

 

We know food choices are very personal, and that behaviour change can be difficult to 

encourage, but the evidence is now unequivocal—we need to change our diets if we are to 

have a sustainable future. 

 

The final testimonial appeals to social connection and rationality. 

 

5.3. Affective discourses and citizenship behaviour 

 

This chapter examines the textual features of the Guardian column “Don’t Despair: The Climate Fight 

Is Only Over if You Think It Is” (Article G2), an exhortation aiming to inspire hope written by 

Rebecca Solnit. With stories of successful mitigation and inspirational, persistent individuals, they 

persuade the reader with pathos, and evoke a sense of agency with comprehensive efficacy 

information. 

Article G2 utilised war-metaphor, for instance, in the subheading: “After The Panicky IPCC 

Report on Climate Change, It’s Easy for Pessimism to Set In—But That Would Be Conceding 

Defeat”. With a metaphor of historical hardships certain groups have faced, from “slavery in 

antebellum USA” to “human rights in the Soviet bloc”, CC is framed as a conquerable human-rights 

issue. The raised quote, “The histories of change that have made me hopeful are often about small 

groups that seem at the outset unrealistic in their ambition”, suggests it would be beneficial to be 

creative and unite (even in small numbers). The human-rights framing (CC “affects the most 

vulnerable first and hardest”) and revolution discourse (illustrated in Example 4 below)—with 

individuals as important actors with efficacy, as revolution by definition starts from the root up, 

affecting larger systems and cultural codes— appeals to egalitarian values, and could be engaging for 

the demographic. 

 

 Example 4 

 

A revolution is what we need, and we can begin by imagining and demanding it and doing 

what we can to try to realize it. Rather than waiting to see what happens, we can be what 

happens. 
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In Example 4, repeated auxiliary can underlines efficacy, and the use of collective pronoun distributes 

the responsibility to everyone. 

Article G2 was constructed as a response to an anonymous comic feeling discouraged and 

requesting guidance: “is there anything to be potentially optimistic about? . . . I’m really trying to 

find some hope here”. The comic’s friends answered with hyperbolically gloomy announcements of 

doom “which perhaps made them feel that they were in charge of one thing in this overwhelming 

situation, the facts”. Solnit stated, emphasizing the argument with anaphora: “They weren’t, of 

course. They were letting understandable grief at the news morph into an assumption that they know 

just how the future is going to turn out. They don’t”. Solnit argued against the doom and gloom 

framing: “the point of the IPCC report is that there is still a chance to seize the best-case scenario 

rather than surrender to the worst”. They used strong adjectives to support the message of hope, 

describing, for example, changes in energy production “most encouraging and even a little awe-

inspiring”. 

Solnit commented on the sacrifice framing, describing job-creation, healthy people and local 

environment as the benefits of energy transition. They also noted an ecological standpoint: CC 

“affects the myriad species and habitats that make this earth such an intricately beautiful place”, 

appealing to aesthetic values and assigning intrinsic value to nature, and included future generations 

discourse stating: “They will curse the era that devastated the planet, and perhaps they’ll bless the 

memory of those who tried to limit this destruction”. With the religious metaphor, the strong condemn 

towards the current state of affairs is presented evident, but the active actors’ potential to leave a 

positive legacy is also added. 

Legitimised with moral discourse, the individual was expected to actively work towards the 

common goal. Solnit referred to a Soviet dissident discussing the human rights angle from their 

perspective, arguing one must do what is right regardless of the odds, and stated: “Right now living 

as decent people means every one of us with resources taking serious climate action, or stepping up 

what we’re already doing”. With this framing, Solnit recognised the different restrictions, privileges, 

and opportunities can either hinder or enable action. They addressed the reader (see Example 5): 

 

Example 5 

 

Taking action is the best way to live in conditions of crisis and violation, for your spirit and 

your conscience as well as for society. It’s entirely compatible with grief and horror; you can 

work to elect climate heroes while being sad. 
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In addition to the affective and moral discourses, taking action was politicised. Electing “climate 

heroes” suggests that the individual’s role would be, for example through democracy or lobbying, to 

be vocal and choose representatives who have the means to further influence or execute systemic 

changes. The constructed individual is not personally responsible for solving the issue, or have to 

have the heroic qualities, but rather can take responsibility of their own actions because it would not 

only benefit themselves, but everyone. 

Solnit noted that in the past recommendations “were mostly polite, with too much change-

your-lightbulbs focus on personal virtue”, and continued positioning the individual to the holistic 

context, as illustrated in Example 6: 

 

 Example 6 

 

But personal virtue only matters if it scales up (and even individual acts depend on collective 

decisions—I have, for example, 100% renewable electricity at home because other citizens 

pushed our amoral power company to evolve, and it’s more feasible for me to ride a bike 

because there are now bike lanes all over my city). 

 

In Example 6, Solnit also positioned themselves as a member of a community, as a more relatable 

authoritative actor. The actors were constructed multiple ways, and Solnit gave examples of collective 

action, “transformative projects”, in different scales “from local work to transition off fossil fuels” to 

“lawsuit against the US government on behalf of 21 young people, charging it with violating their 

rights and the public trust”, legalizing such action. 

The individual—though understandably hopeless, apathetic and lacking sense of agency in 

the face of the grave news and uncertain future—is depicted possessing the requisite “passion, power 

and intelligence”, being capable of making changes in their own personal lives, and especially adept 

as part of a group, collective, or community (Examples 4, 5, and 6). Article G2 concluded with an 

afterthought: “And by the way, the comedian I mentioned: she’s already organizing fundraisers for 

climate groups”. With narrativization, Solnit constructed the agency of the comic who, despite (or 

fuelled by) the anxiety, readily takes action, participates using their position to their advantage. 

Though the anonymity makes the actor more relatable, their preferred action, organizing fundraisers, 

is not accessible or easily applicable strategy for everyone. This might be off-putting and create the 

impression individuals’ actions, to be significant, should engage multiple people, and require money 

and great effort. Solnit noted each should consider what they can do from their position, but the 

suggested actions are very proactive and thus require emotional investment, such as being creative 
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and pushing for the changes that might seem unimaginable and will take time. Their rhetoric might 

specifically appeal to already personally engaged individuals who possibly share their values. 

 

5.4. Consumerist, neoliberal discourses 

 

This section analyses in detail “We Can Heed Dire Climate Change Warnings but Still Champion 

Market Solutions” (Article T2), written by assistant editor Jeremy Warner. The opinion piece is, as 

suggested by the headline, in line with the values of The Telegraph, promoting an ecomodernist 

approach. 

Illustrated in Example 7, Warner questioned the credibility of SR15 using dismissive word 

choices and contrasting concessive clauses: 

 

 Example 7 

 

Science based on observable fact is one thing, prediction based on extrapolation and 

questionable modelling quite another. Still more questionable is the IPCC’s almost laughably 

precise assessment of the ‘costs’.  

 

They discussed political polarisation in the US, constructing environmentalists as a religious group: 

“prothletising” scientists, “their followers”, and green lobbies, who “pursue their quest” with “almost 

religious zeal”. Warner used the US as an example of “the biggest remaining repository” of CC denial, 

where “the unprecedented levels of state interventionism” was in conflict with “proud tradition of 

rugged individualism and consumer choice”, and the suggested mitigation and adaptation strategies 

“still quite widely regarded as backdoor socialism”. While the held values were described honoured 

and robust, in the example, opposing ones were seen leading to totalitarian regime, de-legitimizing 

political action. Ockwell et al. (2009) noted such concern, used here for rhetoric effect, has been 

alluded in the British press (p. 315). Warner utilised hyperbole considerably throughout the article to 

emphasise the divide between the opposing message and ideologies. Woods et al. (2018) note such 

“critique of the integrity of ACC supporters” (p. 252) can appear as disengaging scepticism, but, 

which corresponds with Warner’s framing, is experienced by the sceptics “as a strong engagement” 

with different values and moral issues (p. 253). 

Article T2 begun with a personal anecdote (Example 8), Warner commenting on “liberal 

‘alarmism’” (Nisbet, 2009, p. 23) with colourful language for a dramatic effect: 
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Example 8 

 

It was designed to provoke guilt—that sense of having committed a crime—and it succeeded. 

As I tucked into a lunch of roast beef and cauliflower cheese, my conscience was briefly 

stirred. 

 

With the appositive, they emphasised the familiarity of the common, shared feeling. The blame 

discourse can support disengagement as individuals could respond to guilt with denial (Lorenzoni et 

al., 2007, p. 453). 

As illustrated in Example 9 below, the suggested actions were presented as marginal while 

the modern western materialistic lifestyle was presented self-evidently as the generally preferred way 

to live, justifying inaction (supported by the argument that others will not act either; Ockwell et al., 

2009, p. 314). 

 

Example 9 

 

Basically, we are told to go back to the way we were before the advent of mass consumerism. 

This might be desirable to some, but it is also absurdly unrealistic for a world where billions 

of souls not only still aspire to today’s American lifestyle, but are determined to obtain it. 

 

This positioning suggests the behavioural changes required (i.e., “consume less meat, milk and 

cheese, use more locally sourced seasonal food, throw away less, drive electric cars, or better still, 

cycle and walk, take trains rather than planes, and use washing lines rather than tumble driers”) are 

not comparable options for the current resource-intensive habits, and would require much effort. 

Quality of life, pleasure, and wellbeing were linked to consumerism, and the framing suggests it 

would not be meaningful to give up the achieved privileges, changes in the current economic and 

social structures would not improve them. 

Warner acknowledged each have their own preferences, a right to pursue them, and even 

“somewhat admire those with the principles and self-discipline needed to pursue its [veganism’s] 

dietary deprivations”. They continue (see Example 10): 
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 Example 10 

 

But—no doubt like countless others—I won’t be lectured by prothletising scientists on what 

to eat; I won’t be told that in order to save the planet, I need to not only stop eating meat and 

dairy, but also stop flying, driving and using all but the most vital plastics. 

 

The freedom of choice framing stresses personal connection is essential for engagement (cf. 

promotion of “environmental citizenship” which acknowledges “environmental rights are conditional 

on environmental responsibilities”; Dobson, 2003, as cited in Ockwell et al., 2009, p. 316). 

Warner proposed a hypothetical scenario where the message of SR15, which “lets itself down” 

suggesting “massive amounts of sacrifice and government intervention are necessarily required”, is 

accepted. They quoted the aforementioned economics Nobel laureate: “Once we start to try to reduce 

emissions, we’ll be surprised that it wasn’t as hard as we anticipated”. Warner stated “the market 

already seems to be doing much of the heavy lifting by itself”, and closed with a statement about the 

redemptional nature of the free market (Example 11): 

 

Example 11 

 

We need to think of climate change not as a threat, but as an economic opportunity that can 

be cured by market forces. The IPCC needs to adjust its message accordingly. Even deniers 

might then come to accept the science. 

 

Warner proposed messaging to heterogeneous demographics, but the framing suggests the public 

does not necessarily need to act, or can participate as a rationalistic consumer. However, as 

communication strategies should resonate with the intended audience’s values or previous knowledge 

(Nisbet, 2009, p. 24), the ecomodernist framing could potentially legitimate mitigation and adaptation 

among the demographic (Fox and Rau, 2017, p. 11; Gregersen et al., 2020), but can also disengage 

from personal action if the potential role of the public is underplayed (Fox & Rau, 2017, p. 16). 

Considering sceptics tend to focus on discrediting the actors, “efforts to persuade based on truth 

claims seem unlikely to succeed without also addressing the moral concerns”, Woods et al. (2018, p. 

253) argued. Ockwell et al. (2009) also noted top-down strategies might only influence action on 

superficial level when people do not personally connect with the issue (p. 314). 
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6. Discussion of the findings 

 

SR15 shifted the CC discourses from “distant, future-based and hypothetical” (Dando, 2014, p. 136) 

to an immediate threat. Similar to previous research, the ideological differences between the titles 

and their effect on the dominant discourses were apparent. As their views on the required societal 

transformation and degree of governmental interference, highlighted in the sample, were distinct, the 

suggested strategies and level of responsibility differed greatly. The findings from The Telegraph 

were similar to, for example, Harcourt et al. (2020), and Lal Pandey and Kurian (2017) who concluded 

the focus on narrowly defined priorities does “not facilitate either public support or policy action” (p. 

83), or Wibeck (2013) who argued the extent and limits of individual agency have not been clearly 

messaged (p. 32). In contrast, the positioning of the individual in the holistic context (which 

acknowledges the interdependence between individual action and collective decisions) arose as a 

dominant view in The Guardian; citizenship behaviour was strongly encouraged, while behavioural 

strategies were framed helpful in the transformation. 

The most significant difference between the titles was the question of responsibility. In 

Articles G1 and G2, the individual was positioned as a world citizen who needs to act if they have 

the resources, and “serious climate action” (Article G2) was framed as a fight for freedom. In contrast, 

Article T1 framed the proposed action as a casual, low-commitment option that could help. The 

suggestions do not violate individual freedom, which is important when introducing new actions or 

mind-set, as demanding stark changes or perfection can be off-putting (Lorenzoni et al., 2007), 

unreasonable, and ultimately unsustainable. In Article T2, the neoliberal and ecomodernist discourses 

supported freedom from action. Citizenship behaviour was only discussed in The Telegraph in Article 

T2, which constructed those demanding such action as the other who threaten the held values. 

Whether one chooses to act is also influenced by the surrounding culture, mind-set, values, 

experiences, social status, group dynamics, and so forth (Clayton, 2019; Lorenzoni et al., 2007), but 

people also need to feel like they can do something, that engaging is worthwhile (Clayton, 2019; 

Wibeck, 2013). The Guardian explicitly attempted to engage the reader and foster sense of agency 

with articles specifically written as efficacy information. Many articles urged to be vocal and actively 

work towards or demand policy change, affirming the individual has a significant role in the society 

while highlighting “the emotive and empowering effects of coming together as communities in 

response to the problem” (Fox and Rau, 2017, p. 18). 

As the complex and nuanced phenomenon of CC can feel distant in space and time, and thus 

less important than other everyday issues (Wibeck, 2013, p. 13), the scientific perspectives should be 

related to individuals’ everyday experiences and livelihoods (Eide & Hahn, 2017, p. 253; Lorenzoni 
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et al., 2007). Motivational factors, such as personal benefits, are also important for engagement 

(Clayton, 2019). The Guardian included various suggestions from recommendations to utilise 

financial incentives (Articles G6 and G29) to more ambiguous demanding calls to do everything one 

could (Articles G2 and G30). The latter, like the prevailing activism discourse (joining groups, 

creating movements, participating in the creation of the political space, etc.), suggests the individuals 

have sense of political self-efficacy (Ockwell et al., p. 318), and should use significant resources (time 

and effort) for the cause. 

Ockwell et al. (2009) argued the approach which, via lobbying or advocacy, “fosters societal 

demand for environmental regulation”, potentially bridges “the divide between top-down and bottom-

up approaches” (p. 317). Expanding the political discourses to include multiple levels and more 

tangible strategies (education, participating in dialogue, petitions, volunteering, city and municipal 

politics, organizational behaviour, etc.) and especially the results of the actions could help with 

political engagement. Furthermore, Ockwell et al. (pp. 316–317) noted participatory, grassroots 

approaches that benefit communities could be effective strategies strengthening the civil society (also 

highlighted in Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 368). Such non-political low-commitment 

participatory approaches (e.g., carpooling or community gardens) were not discussed in the sample. 

Communication efforts in The Telegraph focused on informing about the strategies, partially 

serving “the purpose of facilitating public acceptance of regulation (i.e., make the environment good 

politics instead of bad)”, but failed to engage with environmental citizenship (Ockwell et al., 2009, 

p. 320). There are certainly opportunities for investment and need for innovation (Masson-Delmotte 

et al., 2019, Chapter 5), but the neoliberal discourse simplifies the problem, prioritizes short-term 

gain, views nature as a commodity, and disregards environmental limits by promoting infinite growth. 

Though engaging to an extent (namely for the demographic), the ecomodernist and neoliberal 

framings are not sustainable, nor do promote “ambitious and cooperative change” (Masson-Delmotte 

et al., 2019, p. 449). The constructions of the issue (with the exception of the initial reporting of SR15; 

Article T7) did not acknowledge a holistic response to CC, but suggested the issue could be solved 

without making significant changes to the existing systems that enable the desired resource-intensive 

lifestyles. Further, the sceptic and denialist views contributed to the inconsistent narrative, with CC 

constructed as a debated or distant issue that does not require individual efforts. 

Some constructions of SR15 and environmentalist individuals in both titles implied accepting 

the science was specifically tied to ideology, which contributes to the polarization. The political 

divide suggests the phenomena is partisan, rather than a common issue (that needs to be solved 

involving “all relevant companies, industries and stakeholders”; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019, p. 

392). Nisbet (2009) has noted the public might easily view the issue as such “if framing is used for 
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what is perceived as political purposes” (p. 27). Similarly, Lal Pandey and Kurian (2017) concluded 

the contrasting framings of CC between liberal and conservative media may create 

misunderstandings, hindering political and policy responses (p. 81). Similar to Dando (2014), I 

argue—though the influence of political orientation on the individual’s worldviews and values should 

be considered (Gregersen et al., 2020)—a consistent narrative, or a cultural code that recognizes the 

wicked nature of the issue would be beneficial for the mitigation and adaptation efforts and the public 

engagement. 
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7. Conclusion 

 

The aim of this thesis was to examine the discursive engagement of the public with climate change 

action in the British national broadsheet news media following the release of SR15. Given the 

influencing potential of the media, and the power of language on legitimising action, it is important 

to examine the circulating discourses and their possible effects on engagement and prevalent cultural 

codes. The findings demonstrate how the different ideologies are reflected in the discursive 

(re)constructions of the individual and their agency, adding to the literature on CC communication. 

Due to the context, urgency, governmental responsibility, and the individual’s position and agency in 

relation to the political system were highlighted. The Guardian attempted to explicitly engage the 

individual (predominantly constructed as willing to use significant resources, but in need of guidance) 

with moral discourses. The holistic approach foregrounded citizenship behaviour, framing other 

action helpful in the transition to a more just and sustainable society. The Telegraph’s predominant 

framings were ecomodernism and neoliberalism, with the individual positioned as a consumer 

motivated by the possible benefits of adaptation, or maintaining the status quo, which supports 

freedom from action. 

Lastly, I would like to acknowledge certain limitations to this study. In CDA, it is important 

to note that though aiming for objectivity, the researcher always brings their context. Regarding the 

data, the initial placement of the articles in the websites, how prominent and noticeable they were, 

was not considered. Visual information, which contributes to the overall reading of the articles, was 

not analysed. The purposive sampling of the CDA sample was based on my consideration. The 

analysis was focused on the ideological standpoints as the defining characteristics of the generalized, 

hypothetical audiences (e.g., intersectionality—class, race, and gender—was not adequately 

addressed). The present study cannot answer how the actual audiences responded. Further research 

would be required to inspect the impact of SR15 on the constructions of individual agency and the 

prevalence of individual mitigation and adaptation discourses in the media. The results of this thesis 

could be, for example, reflected against reporting of the Sixth Assessment Report. 
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